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ABSTRACT

From 1996 July through 2001 June, less than half (43/98) of all favorably located (from solar western hemisphere
sources) metric type II radio bursts were associated with solar energetic proton (SEP) events observed at
Earth. When western hemisphere metric type IIs were accompanied by decametric-hectometric (DH; 1–14 MHz)
type II emission (observed by Wind/WAVES) during this period, their association with �20 MeV SEP events
(with peak fluxes �10�3 protons cm�2 s�1 sr�1 MeV�1) was 90% (26/29), versus only 25% (17/69) for metric IIs
without a DH counterpart. Overall, 82% (63%) of all SEP events with visible disk origins were associated with
metric (DH) type II bursts, with the percentage associations increasing with SEP event size to 88% (96%) for
�20 MeV SEP events with peak intensities of �10�1 protons cm�2 s�1 sr�1 MeV�1. Our results are consistent
with the following possibilities (which are not mutually exclusive): (1) large �20 MeV SEP events result from
strong shocks that are capable of persisting well beyond �3 R� (the nominal 14 MHz plasma level); (2) shock
acceleration is most efficient above �3 R�; and (3) shocks that survive beyond �3 R� are more likely to
have broad longitudinal extents, enabling less well connected shocks to intercept open field lines connecting
to Earth.

Subject headings: shock waves — Sun: corona — Sun: particle emission — Sun: radio radiation

1. INTRODUCTION

It is generally accepted that metric type II (slow-drift) solar
radio bursts are manifestations of coronal shock waves caused
by disturbances moving outward through the solar atmosphere
with speeds of several hundred kilometers per second (Nelson
& Melrose 1985). These disturbances accelerate electrons that
excite plasma waves that convert into escaping radio waves at
a frequency proportional to the square root of the local elec-
tron density. Metric type II bursts have typical starting fre-
quencies of �100 MHz (plasma frequency corresponding to
�1.5 R�) and drift toward the lowest frequencies commonly
observable from Earth (�20 MHz; �2.5 R�), with a drift
rate of �0.1–1 MHz s�1. Coronal shock waves are thought
to be the principal acceleration mechanism for the largest
(‘‘gradual’’) solar energetic proton (SEP) events observed at
1 AU; a class of smaller (‘‘impulsive’’) SEP events are at-
tributed to resonant wave-particle acceleration in solar flares
(see reviews by Reames 1999; Cliver 2000; Kahler 2001a).

While coronal shocks are held to be a necessary condition
for large SEP events, metric type II bursts are not a sufficient
condition for a SEP event to occur. Kahler (1982) found that
only about half (31/58) of favorably connected (W10–W85)
metric IIs observed from 1973 June through 1980 June were
associated with �20 MeV SEP events. He found that the
metric type IIs most likely to be followed by SEPs near
Earth were those that had longer type II burst durations,
larger associated H� flares, and accompanying metric type IV
(broadband) emission. The second and third of these criteria,
in particular, are indicators of coronal mass ejections (CMEs).
Flare area can be expected to scale with flare duration, and
long-duration soft X-ray flares have been linked to CMEs
(Sheeley et al. 1975, 1983; Kahler 1977). Cliver et al. (1986)

suggested that storm continuum type IV emission results from
reconnection in post-CME arcades. Following the hypothesis
of Maxwell & Dryer (1982) that metric type II bursts could be
manifestations of either localized (flare) blast waves or CME-
driven shocks, Kahler (1982) suggested that the blast wave
shocks were weak proton accelerators.
The origin of metric type II bursts has been a controversial

subject, with one camp arguing that all such events are CME-
driven (Cliver, Webb, & Howard 1999) and the other (e.g.,
Cane & White 1989; Reiner & Kaiser 1999b) favoring a flare-
generated blast wave picture. While it has been long known
that type IIs are strongly (essentially 100%) associated with
flares (e.g., Nelson & Melrose 1985), the most recent evidence
indicates that (1) metric type IIs are also highly associated
with CMEs (Cliver & Hudson 2002; taking into account the
fact that CMEs are most visible for eruptions near the solar
limb [Webb & Howard 1994]) but that (2) the shock drivers
are not necessarily the CME leading edge and, at least in some
cases (Klein et al. 1999; see also Klassen & Pohjolainen
2002), are flare ejecta (Nitta & Akiyama 1999) associated with
CMEs. In either case, the general association of metric type IIs
with CMEs indicates that the presence or absence of a CME is
not the key discriminator between SEP-associated and non–
SEP-associated metric type II bursts.
Can such a discriminator be identified? In this study, we

investigate the possibility that the presence or absence of
a decametric-hectometric (DH) type II burst observed in the
1–14 MHz range by the (radio and plasma) WAVES experi-
ment (Bougeret et al. 1995) on the Wind spacecraft may dis-
tinguish between SEP-associated and non–SEP-associated
metric type II bursts. Cane & Stone (1984) showed that 32 of
37 interplanetary (<1 MHz) type IIs observed by the low-
frequency radio experiment on ISEE 3 were associated with
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SEP events. More recently, Gopalswamy et al. (2002) found
that 40 of 42 SEP events exceeding the Space Environment
Center Jð>10 MeVÞ ¼ 10 protons cm �2 s�1 sr�1 threshold
were associated with DH type IIs from 1996 to 2001. An
example of a type II burst observed in the metric and DH
wavelength ranges is given in Figure 1. The DH emission in
this figure nominally originates between �3 R� (14 MHz)
and �10 R� (1 MHz), depending on which density model
(e.g., Saito 1970; Robinson 1985; Leblanc, Dulk, & Bougeret
1998) is assumed. Neither Cane & Stone (1984) nor
Gopalswamy et al. (2002) investigated SEP associations by
beginning with a sample of metric type II bursts. Here we
examine the DH type II and SEP associations of all metric
type II bursts observed from 1996 July through 2001 June,
taking into account the well-known western hemisphere prop-
agation effect for SEPs (McCracken & Rao 1970). In a re-
verse study, we determine the degree of association of all
�20 MeV SEP events during this period (with peak intensities
of �10�3 protons cm�2 s�1 sr�1 MeV�1) with metric and DH
type IIs.

As is the case for the origin of metric type IIs, the rela-
tionship of metric IIs to DH IIs has been a matter of debate
(see the exchange between Cliver 1999 and Gopalswamy et al.
1999). Various investigators (e.g., Reiner & Kaiser 1999b;
Reiner et al. 2001; Vršnak & Lulić 2000a, 2000b; Vršnak,
Magdalenić, & Aurass 2001) have argued for the existence of
two distinct types of coronal shocks, one primarily observed
only in the metric range (identified by the above authors with
flare blast waves) and the other characteristically observed in
the DH range (generally interpreted in terms of CME-driven
shocks [Gopalswamy et al. 2000, 2001b; Lara et al. 2003]).
The alternative view of a unified metric and DH type II
shock that we take as our working hypothesis has appeal be-
cause of its simplicity. The close association of both metric

and DH type IIs with fast CMEs suggests that such a CME is
the ‘‘special condition’’ (Cliver et al. 1999) required for coro-
nal shock formation. Moreover, ascribing different physical
origins to similar phenomena such as metric and DH type II
bursts that are observed in different instruments (frequency
ranges) seems suspect, especially when in certain cases such
as Figure 1, the DH IIs appear to be continuations of met-
ric IIs.

The existence of separate flare blast wave and CME-driven
shocks would have interesting implications for SEP acceler-
ation. As of yet, there have been relatively few reports
(e.g., Kocharov & Torsti 2002) of changes in SEP time pro-
files or spectra indicating more than one ‘‘SEP-effective’’
shock at work.

Our analysis is presented in x 2, and the results are sum-
marized and discussed in x 3.

2. ANALYSIS

2.1. Event Associations

2.1.1. Metric Type IIs and H� Flares

We began with the list of metric type II bursts reported in
Solar-Geophysical Data (SGD). We considered reports from
all stations (with one exception: Blenheim, which has a high-
frequency cutoff of �110 MHz) and of all durations, but
excluded metric type II events qualified as UE (uncertain
emission). With these exceptions, 447 separate metric type II
bursts were reported between 1996 July 1 and 2001 June 30,
with more than 75% (348/447) of the events reported by more
than one station (or with a single station reporting funda-
mental/harmonic or two separate time portions; for this anal-
ysis, we also used Blenheim and UE events to corroborate
single reports). Because the timings of metric type II bursts as
reported by different stations do not always agree and because

Fig. 1.—Solar type II radio burst on 2001 December 26 observed at Hiraiso (�25 MHz) and by Wind/WAVES (�14 MHz) showing metric (m) and DH
components.
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more than one type II may be reported by a given station
during a single event, we grouped reports for which the start
times between sequential events were �15 minutes apart.

We then attempted to associate the identified metric type IIs
with H� flares, using flare data from SGD. We considered a
type II burst to be associated with a flare if it began anytime
after the reported onset of the flare but no more than
15 minutes (see Dodge 1975) after the H� flare maximum. We
did not attempt to associate metric IIs with flares behind the
limb on the basis of soft X-ray emission or coronagraph data
and eliminated from further consideration seven events with
nearly simultaneous (and equivalent) flares in the eastern and
western solar hemispheres. We were able to associate 57%
(253/447) of the metric type II bursts with H� disk flares. Our
57% association rate compares with 79% (459/580) obtained
by Dodge (1975) and 62% (416/673) by Wright (1980). One
might presume that we should be able to associate a much
higher percentage of type IIs with flares than 57%, even after
making allowance for the estimated �13% � 4% of metric
IIs originating from beyond the limb (Kahler et al. 1985; cf.
Vršnak et al. 2001). Such a presumption, however, assumes
that flare reporting is complete and independent of solar
longitude. During the 5 years of the study, the worldwide
flare patrol provided 91% coverage. In addition, flare visi-
bility drops off toward the solar limb, particularly for sub-
flares (Smith & Smith 1963, p. 49). We determined that 37%
(93/253) of the type II source flares in our sample were sub-
flares (on the basis of group reports in SGD), in good agree-
ment with the values of 40% and 37% obtained by Dodge
(1975) and Wright (1980), respectively. The effect of the
underreporting of H� flares near the limb on the longitudinal
distribution of type II burst flares—seen in Figure 2 for the 253
flare-associated events in our sample—was pointed out by
Wright (1980), who concluded that the actual distribution of
type II–associated flares across the disk was relatively flat (see
Cane & Reames 1988). If we assume that flare reporting is
perfect for events within 15� of longitude from disk center
(after correcting the number of type II flares in this bin for the
91% flare coverage rate), then we calculate that 89%
(6 ; 66 ¼ 396/447) of type II bursts originated in frontside
events, implying that 11% were due to backside activity.

2.1.2. DH Type IIs and H� Flares

For a list of DH type IIs, we used the compilation by
M. Kaiser posted on the Wind/WAVES World Wide Web
site,1 considering only those events with starting frequencies
of �1 MHz. Although the Wind/WAVES list is described
as preliminary, it has been used by other authors (e.g.,
Gopalswamy et al. 2003) and is homogeneous in the sense that
it was compiled by a single person. During the period of in-
terest, 177 DH type IIs were reported. (Kaiser’s list also
includes a total of eight DH events described as type IVs [in-
cluding possible or questionable IVs], interacting CME sig-
natures, or unclassified events [which were not linked to a
DH II]; we did not consider these events in our analysis.) We
treated all DH type IIs with start times within an hour of each
other to be single events. There were five such cases of closely
spaced events, so our final list contained 172 independent
events. Our flare association procedure here was the same as
that for metric type IIs, although we modified our algorithm
to consider DH IIs to be associated with H� flares if they
occurred within 1 hr after H� maximum to make allowance

for the greater range of heights (�3–10 R�) over which DH
emission can form. Most delays were less than 30 minutes.
When multiple flares fell within the 1 hr window, we se-

lected those with more important H� classifications or more
intense associated soft X-ray flares. We were able to associate
54% (93/172) of DH type IIs during this period with H� disk
flares (Fig. 3). The median starting frequency of the flare-
associated DH type IIs (14 MHz) was higher than that of the
non–flare-associated events (8 MHz), but the durations of
the two groups were comparable (median of 50 minutes vs.
45 minutes). Although we have combined the east and west

Fig. 2.—Solar longitude distribution of H� flares associated with metric
type II radio bursts, 1996 July–2001 June. East and west longitude bins are
combined.

1 See http://www-lep.gsfc.nasa.gov/waves/waves.html.

Fig. 3.—Solar longitude distribution of H� flares associated with DH type
II radio bursts, 1996 July–2001 June. East and west longitude bins are
combined.
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longitude bins in Figure 3, we note a possible east-west bias in
the distribution, with 58% (54/93) of the events arising in the
west. As was the case for the metric type IIs, no attempt was
made to associate DH IIs with backside solar events. Only
15% (14/93) of the DH type IIs were associated with subflares,
reflecting the energetic nature of these events (Gopalswamy
et al. 2001b). If we assume a flat longitudinal distribution for
DH II solar sources, then we calculate, after correcting for H�
flare patrol coverage, that 80% (3 ; 46 ¼ 138/172) of DH
type IIs originated in frontside eruptions.

2.1.3. SEP Events and H� Flares

To compile a SEP event list, we used 19–22 MeV data
from the Energetic Particles: Acceleration, Composition, and
Transport (EPACT) investigation on the Wind spacecraft (von
Rosenvinge et al. 1995). This channel has a background of
�ð2 3Þ ; 10�4 protons cm�2 s�1 sr�1 MeV�1; the fraction of
time that this threshold is exceeded varies significantly over the
solar cycle, from �1% during the second half of 1996 to
�50% during the first half of 2001. We required a peak
�20 MeV intensity �10�3 protons cm�2 s�1 sr�1 MeV�1 and
also considered the SEP intensity time profile and velocity dis-
persion between�2 and�20MeV protons to eliminate delayed
components of events associated with local shocks or modu-
lations of high background levels from previous SEP activity.
With these criteria, we were able to identify 134 increases of
�20 MeV protons during the 5 yr interval under consideration.

Approximately 30% of the 134 events occurred during
periods of elevated (>10�3) SEP flux due to a decaying portion
of an earlier event, but in our determinations of peak fluxes for
each event, we did not subtract disturbed (or quiet) pre-event
backgrounds. Such background corrections, which at most
would reduce peak fluxes by factors of 2 or 3, are not signif-
icant in comparison with the nearly 5 orders of magnitude
range encompassed by the peak �20 MeV fluxes in our
sample.

To associate the SEP events with H� flares, we used the
standard tools such as H� flare size and soft X-ray intensity/
duration, as well as CME association (Kahler et al. 1984) and
intense Wind/WAVES type III radio emission extending to the
orbit of Earth (Cane, Erickson, & Prestage 2002). Our flare
association criteria for SEP events were not as strict as those
that we used for the metric and DH type II events. For example,
we used flares observed in Yohkoh Soft X-Ray Telescope
images but not reported in SGD, as well as flares reported in
SGD that started later than associated type II bursts because of
reported gaps in the H� patrol. In addition, we made use
of frontside associations reported in the Boulder Preliminary
Report of Solar Geophysical Data; occasionally flares reported
there did not appear in SGD. For the SEP event associations, we
also relaxed the �15 minute and �60 minute requirements on
delays between flare maxima and onsets of linked metric type II
and DH type II bursts, respectively, admitting a few events that
fell outside these windows. In all, we found disk-flare associ-
ations for 88 of the 134 events (Fig. 4). To investigate the
sources of the 46 unassociated events, we fitted the data in
Figure 4 to a Gaussian distribution (Smart et al. 1976) centered
at W60 (the footpoint of the nominal spiral field line connected
to Earth). This analysis indicated that the bulk of the unasso-
ciated SEP events (35 of 46) originated behind the limb.

2.2. Association of SEP Events with Metric and DH Type IIs

We find that 82% (72/88) of our SEP events are associated
with metric type IIs and 63% (55/88) are associated with DH

type IIs. For over half the cases (31/55) with DH association,
the DH type II started at the highest frequency observable
(14 MHz) on the WAVES instrument. Ninety-one percent
(80/88) of SEP events are associated with metric and/or DH
type II emission. Of the 80 SEP events with metric and/or DH
type II emission, the breakdown is as follows: metric type II
and DH type II (47); metric II only (25), DH II only (8 events).
We checked both the ground-based patrol times for metric
reporting stations and Wind/WAVES data to ensure that radio
observations were available for all of the SEP events.

In Figure 5 it can be seen that smaller SEP events are more
likely to be associated with metric type IIs than with DH type
IIs and that the association of SEP events with DH type II
bursts increases rapidly with SEP event size; 80% (51/64) of
SEP events with peak �20 MeV proton intensities of less
than 0.1 protons cm�2 s�1 sr�1 MeV�1 had metric II associ-
ation, versus 88% (21/24) of SEP events with peak intensities

Fig. 4.—Solar longitude distribution of H� flares associated with�20 MeV
SEP events, 1996 July–2001 June.

Fig. 5.—Percentage association of�20 MeV SEP events with metric type II
(dashed line) and DH type II (solid line) bursts as a function of SEP event
peak intensity. The numbers of SEP events in each decadal bin are given in
parentheses.
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greater than or equal to this threshold. Corresponding figures
for DH type II associations with SEP events are 50% (32/64;
<0.1 protons) and 96% (23/24; �0.1 protons), while the
breakdown for SEP events with associated metric and/or DH
type II emission is 88% (56/64) and 100% (24/24). For the
large SEP events (�0.1 protons), only the 2001 April 12
event lacked a DH type II burst; it did have an associated
�20 minute metric type II that drifted beyond the lowest
frequency (25 MHz) observed by the ground-based patrol.

Figure 6 contains histograms of SEP peak �20 MeV fluxes
for western hemisphere SEP events: without associated type II
bursts (top); with only metric type IIs (middle); and with ac-
companying metric and DH IIs (bottom). The median peak
intensities of events in the first two categories are �15–20
times smaller than the peak fluxes of SEP events preceded by
metric and DH type IIs.

2.3. Factors Affecting Metric Type II–SEP Association

2.3.1. Flare Longitude

It has long been known (McCracken 1962; Anderson & Lin
1966) that SEP events are preferentially observed in associa-
tion with western hemisphere flares (Fig. 4). The ‘‘SEP visi-
bility function’’ for both metric (dashed line) and DH type IIs
(solid line) in our sample is shown in Figure 7. To construct
these curves, we began with our samples of flare-associated
metric IIs (253) and DH IIs (93) and determined their
SEP associations as a function of flare longitude. We elimi-
nated 75 metric type II events for which an enhanced SEP
background (>10�3 protons cm�2 s�1 sr�1 MeV�1) may have

precluded the observation of a fresh SEP injection; another
seven metric type IIs occurred during SEP data gaps. For the
DH type IIs, we dropped 22 high (>10�3) background events. In
the figure it can be seen that the SEP visibility for both metric IIs
and DH IIs increases as one goes from the east limb to the west
limb, with the percentage association for DH type IIs being
approximately twice that for metric IIs at all longitudes. The
curves in Figure 8 are similar to those in Figure 7, except here
we have separated metric type IIs with (solid line) and without
(dashed line) DH counterparts, dropping the ‘‘DH-only’’ type
IIs. (For completeness, DH type II events from the western
hemisphere that lacked a metric type II counterpart were fol-
lowed by SEPs at 1 AU 73% [8/11] of the time [discarding
enhanced background events], vs. 25% [2/8] for such events

Fig. 6.—Histograms of SEP peak �20 MeV fluxes for western hemisphere
SEP events: without associated type II bursts (top), with only metric type IIs
(middle), and with accompanying metric and DH IIs (bottom). The histogram
for all western hemisphere SEP events (including those with only DH type II
associations) is also shown at the bottom.

Fig. 7.—Percentages of metric (dashed line) and DH type II (solid line)
bursts associated with �20 MeV SEP events as a function of flare longitude.

Fig. 8.—Percentages of metric type II only (dashed line) and metric II +
DH II (solid line) bursts associated with �20 MeV SEP events as a function
of flare longitude.
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from the eastern hemisphere.) The marked difference between
the two curves is examined in the next subsection.

2.3.2. DH Association

The 2 ; 2 contingency matrix in Table 1 includes only the
metric type IIs from western hemisphere sources in Figure 8.
Comparing the first and second columns of the matrix con-
firms Kahler’s (1982) finding that approximately half of
favorably located type II bursts (55/98 ¼ 56%) are not ac-
companied by SEP events at Earth. Comparing the first and
second rows of the matrix indicates that only 30% (29/98) of
western hemisphere metric type II bursts have DH counter-
parts. For the full disk, the association rate is 25% (63/253;
based on all metric IIs, without consideration for SEP cir-
cumstances). Conversely, 69% (64/93) of DH type IIs have
associated metric type IIs (73% [68/93] if UE type IIs are
considered).

The key result of our study is the marked difference in the
degree of SEP association between metric IIs with and without
an accompanying DH type II burst. Only 25% (17/69) of
western hemisphere metric type II bursts without a DH II
counterpart are followed by SEPs at Earth, versus 90% (26/29)
of favorably located metric IIs with associated DH type II
emission. Corresponding figures for eastern hemisphere met-
ric IIs are 8% (4/50) and 52% (12/23).2

2.4. Uncertainties

The results of our study (or any association study) are
critically dependent on the identification of SEP events and
our flare associations. Identifying fresh injections of SEPs on
enhanced backgrounds, often with questionable time-intensity
profiles, involves a subjective judgment based on experience.
The flare association process is also subjective, and multiple
passes are used to ensure uniform technique over the data set
(see Cane et al. 2002).

To gauge the reproducibility of our results, we compared
our list of SEP events and associated flares with that compiled
by Cane et al. (2002), which covered almost the same period
and was based on an examination of �20 MeV SEP data from
the Goddard Space Flight Center experiment (McGuire,
von Rosenvinge, & McDonald 1986) on the Interplanetary
Monitoring Platform 8 (IMP 8) spacecraft. Because the
time intervals, energies considered, and event selection criteria

were not identical, differences exist between the two lists.
For the period of overlap, there are 83 common disk-flare–
associated SEP events. Beyond these 83 SEP events, Cane et al.
identified seven small (�0.02 protons) frontside events not on
our list, and we identified eight small (�0.03 protons) disk
events not on their list. Some of the discrepancies in the two
lists result because one of us identified a disk-flare candidate
for a given event while the other favored a behind-the-limb
origin. Other differences are due to incomplete coverage by
either spacecraft, justifiable disagreements about the reality of
certain events (as fresh SEP injections), and our SEP event
size threshold of �10�3 protons cm�2 s�1 sr�1 MeV�1 (vs.
none used by Cane et al.). Seventy-one percent (5/7) of the
Cane et al. ‘‘only’’ events had metric type II association (1 of 7
with a possibly associated DH type II), versus 88% (7/8; 1 of 8
with a possible DH II) of those included only on our list.
This comparison shows that we would have obtained similar
results from an independently compiled list.

3. DISCUSSION

3.1. Summary

In this comparison of type II radio bursts (both metric [�25–
250 MHz] and decametric-hectometric [DH; 1–14 MHz]) and
solar energetic proton (SEP) events from July 1996–2001
June, we have found the following:

1. During this period, the following numbers of events were
observed: 447 metric type IIs, 172 DH type IIs, and 134 SEP
events with peak �20 MeV fluxes of �10�1 protons cm�2 s�1

sr�1 MeV�1. We were able to associate 57% (253/447) of the
metric type IIs, 54% (93/172) of the DH type IIs, and 66%
(88/134) of the SEP events with frontside flares. Assuming a
flat distribution of type II occurrence across the solar disk
implies that �10% of metric IIs and �20% of DH IIs orig-
inate in backside solar activity. Assuming a Gaussian distri-
bution centered at 60� west solar longitude for SEP sources
implies that �25% of �20 MeV proton events originate on the
invisible solar hemisphere.

2. Twenty-five percent (63/253) of flare-associated metric
type IIs have associated DH II counterparts; conversely, 69%
(64/93) of flare-associated DH IIs have associated metric
type II emission.

3. Eighty-two percent (72/88) of all SEP events with visible
disk origins were associated with metric type II bursts, with the
percentage association increasing with SEP event size to 88%
(21/24) for �20 MeV SEP events with peak fluxes �10�1 pro-
tons cm�2 s�1 sr�1 MeV�1 (corresponding the top 3 decades
of �20 MeV SEP intensity; Fig. 5).

4. Sixty-three percent (55/88) of all SEP events with visible
disk origins were associated with DH type II bursts, with
the percentage increasing to 96% (23/24) for events with
�20 MeV peak fluxes of �10�1 (Fig. 5).

5. SEP ‘‘visibility functions’’ for metric type IIs and DH
type IIs are given in Figure 7. For any solar longitude, DH type
IIs are about twice as likely as metric type IIs to be followed by
SEPs near Earth.

6. Less than half (44%; 43/98) of all favorably located
(from solar western hemisphere sources) metric type II radio
bursts were associated with SEP events at Earth (confirming
Kahler 1982; Table 1).

7. Only 25% (17/69) of western hemisphere metric type IIs
without a DH II counterpart were followed by SEPs at
Earth, versus 90% (26/29) of favorably located metric IIs

TABLE 1

Contingency Matrix Showing the Effect of DH Association on �20 MeV

SEP Association for Favorably Located (Western Hemisphere, WH)

Metric Type II Bursts

20 MeV SEP Event?

WH Metric II Yes No Total

With DH II..................................................... 26 3 29

Without DH II................................................ 17 52 69

Total ........................................................... 43 55 98

2 Note that because we used less strict criteria for associating SEPs with
flares (and type II bursts) than we did for associating type II bursts with flares,
apparent accounting discrepancies occur. For example, the analysis in this
section implies that 21 (17 + 4) SEP events had metric II–only association, vs.
the 25 given in x 2.2. These differences, which arose because we wanted a
simple and objective procedure for making flare associations for the 447
metric type IIs and 172 DH type IIs, do not change our basic results.
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with associated DH type II emission (Table 1, Fig. 8). Cor-
responding figures for eastern hemisphere metric type IIs are
8% (4/50) and 52% (12/23).

Our study follows in a long line of investigations linking
SEP events to coronal shocks (Wild, Smerd, & Weiss 1963;
Lin 1970; Švestka & Fritzová-Švestková 1974; Cliver, Kahler,
& McIntosh 1983; Cane, McGuire, & von Rosenvinge 1986).
Our finding that 82% of �20 MeV proton events are asso-
ciated with metric type II bursts from 1996 July through 2001
June is consistent with results obtained in earlier studies, e.g.,
Lin (1970) (77% [20/26] for �15 MeV protons from 1964
to 1967) and Cliver et al. (1989) (78% [51/65 events] for
�10 MeV protons from 1980 to 1985). Each of these studies
considered proton events down to the limit of detectability.
Our metric and DH type II associations for large SEP events
are consistent with those recently reported by Gopalswamy
(2003) for the SEP Coordinated Data Analysis Workshop.

Ninety-one percent (80/88) of all SEP events with visible
disk origins were associated with metric and/or DH type II
bursts, with the percentage increasing to 100% (24/24) for
events with �20 MeV peak fluxes of �10�1 protons. What is
the origin of the eight relatively small SEP events (see Fig. 6)
that lacked reported type IIs in both wavelength ranges? For at
least one of these cases (2000 May 1; Reames 2000; Kahler,
Reames, & Sheeley 2001), SEPs can be traced to acceleration
in the flare on the basis of the particle event composition (i.e.,
3He/4He � 0.05, Fe/O > 1). We note that one of the 25 events
with metric II ‘‘only’’ association (2001 April 14) was a
classic ‘‘impulsive event,’’ exhibiting strong (�102–103 fold)
enhancements of Z � 34 elements (Tylka et al. 2002), as well
as a modest proton increase.

3.2. Interpretation

Our principal new result is that favorably located metric
type II bursts that have a DH counterpart are much more likely
to be followed by SEPs in space than metric IIs that lack such
low-frequency emission. How do we interpret this result? There
are several possibilities, which are not mutually exclusive.

First, the strongest/fastest shocks that are likely to survive
into the DH range are also those that are most likely to be
efficient proton accelerators (at all heights in the corona) since
CME speed is correlated with peak �20 MeV SEP intensity
(Kahler 2001b). Consistent with this picture, western hemi-
sphere metric type IIs with DH counterparts and SEP associ-
ation tend to have higher peak intensities and longer durations
(lower ending frequencies) than those without DH/SEP asso-
ciation, although there is considerable overlap between the
two groups in both of these characteristics. Classen & Aurass
(2002) note that the Wind/WAVES instrument may be �10–
100 times less sensitive than the ground-based type II patrol,
rendering weak shocks undetectable as they progress from
metric to DH altitudes. Finally, CMEs associated with DH
type IIs are faster and broader (i.e., more energetic) than those
associated with only metric IIs (Gopalswamy et al. 2001b;
Lara et al. 2003). As reported by Lara et al. (2003), the av-
erage CME speed for DH-associated events is 964 km s�1,
versus 545 km s�1 for CMEs associated with metric IIs
(without DH IIs), while the angular width distribution of
(nonhalo) CMEs associated with DH type IIs peaks at �100�,
versus �70

�
for CMEs with metric IIs.

An alternative (or contributing) explanation for the high
association between DH type IIs and SEP events is suggested
by the work of Mann et al. (1999), Gopalswamy et al. (2001a),

Gopalswamy & Kaiser (2002), and Vršnak et al. (2002), who
determined that the Alfvén speed in the corona typically has a
peak value of �3 R�, corresponding to the �14 MHz
plasma level in the DH range. Above (and below) this height,
shock acceleration will become more efficient as the Alfvén
speed decreases. Support for the viewpoint that shock accel-
eration of SEPs is most efficient above �3 R� comes from
persistent evidence for delayed injection onsets of high-energy
protons and mildly relativistic electrons (Cliver et al. 1982;
Kahler 1994; Klassen et al. 2002; Haggerty & Roelof 2002).
In a study of 32 ground-level events (GLEs; >500 MeV pro-
tons), Cliver et al. (1982) found typical SEP onset delays of
�15–20 minutes from H� start time (and 5–10 minutes from
the first significant microwave peak), implying an injection
height of �2.5 R� for a �1000 km s�1 CME-driven shock
(assuming CME liftoff at H� onset and scatter-free propaga-
tion for the earliest arriving particles). For three GLEs in
1989, Kahler (1994) used a simple propagation model and
coronagraph observations to infer an injection onset (peak)
height of �2–4 R� (5–15 R�) for GeV protons. Injection
onset in these events was no earlier than the maxima of the
associated microwave bursts. From an examination of a
sample of �80 38–315 keV beamlike electron events,
Haggerty & Roelof (2002) obtained a median injection onset
delay of �10 minutes from the flare impulsive phase.
Haggerty & Roelof (2002) and Simnett, Roelof, & Haggerty
(2002) interpreted these delays in terms of particle accelera-
tion at a CME-driven shock at characteristic heights
of 2–3 R�. Finally, recent analyses of the GLE events on 1997
November 6 (Falcone et al. 2003) and 2001 April 15 (Bieber
et al. 2004) have indicated injection onset heights for GeV
protons of �3–4 R� (see also Tylka et al. 2003).
A third possible explanation for the link between DH type

IIs and SEP events indicated by Table 1 might be that those
shocks that survive to greater coronal heights will also span a
broader range of longitudes and thus be more likely to reach
the magnetic field line connected to Earth. This effect is best
illustrated by considering eastern hemisphere solar activity:
eastern hemisphere metric IIs without accompanying DH type
II bursts are much less likely to have SEP association (8%;
4/50) than is the case for such events with associated DH type
II emission (52%; 12/23). Following the work of Reinhard &
Wibberenz (1974), shock acceleration has been an attractive
candidate for a ‘‘fast-propagation mechanism’’ (Lin & Hudson
1976; Mason, Gloeckler, & Hovestadt 1984). Anecdotal and
statistical evidence based on imaged solar emissions for this
point of view has been provided for type II bursts (Cliver
1982, for the GLE on 1971 September 1), H� Moreton waves
(Cliver et al. 1995), and EITwaves (Torsti et al. 1999; Krucker
et al. 1999).
As noted in the introduction, our working hypothesis of a

single CME-driven shock from the metric through the DH
(and kilometric) range (Cliver 1999; Cliver et al. 1999)—on
which the above discussion is predicated—conflicts with the
view of other researchers (e.g., Reiner & Kaiser 1999b), who
favor a two-shock scenario, with metric type II bursts attrib-
uted primarily to flares and DH and lower frequency bursts
attributed to CME drivers. While our reasons for favoring a
single shock are based as much on aesthetics (Occam’s razor)
as on an assessment of the available evidence, we are en-
couraged by a recent paper by Reiner et al. (2003) in which a
detailed comparison of coronagraph data (SOHO/LASCO [C2
and C3; covering from 2 to 32 R�] and Mark IV from Mauna
Loa Solar Observatory [1.08–2.85 R�]) with radio data
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(Culgoora and Wind/WAVES) led those authors to interpret a
metric-DH type II burst on 2001 January 20 as a CME-driven
shock from 160 to �1 MHz (�1.3 to �25 R�).

3.3. Flare and Shock Contributions to Large SEP Events

Cane et al. (2002) have drawn attention to long-lasting type
III bursts (termed type III-ls) in Wind/WAVES spectra that are
highly associated with �20 MeV proton events at Earth
(confirmed by MacDowall et al. 2003 for large SEP events) to
argue for a flare-particle component in all SEP events. Cane
et al. interpreted these events in terms of reconnection regions
below fast CMEs. Because type III-ls are characteristically
associated with metric type II bursts, they have generally been
explained in terms of electrons accelerated at (or as a result of )
coronal shocks (Cane et al. 1981; MacDowall, Stone, &
Kundu 1987; Kahler, Cliver, & Cane 1989; Bougeret et al.
1998; Dulk et al. 2000; Klassen et al. 2002) and were referred
to as either ‘‘shock-accelerated’’ or ‘‘shock-associated’’ (SA)
events, although other authors (Kundu, MacDowall, & Stone
1990; Klein & Trottet 1994; Reiner & Kaiser 1999a; Reiner
et al. 2000) favor a (presumably) reconnection-based accel-
eration mechanism for at least some (or some parts) of these
events.

A shock interpretation for type III-ls is actually consistent
with the finding by Cane et al. (2002) that broad frontside
CMEs with low speeds (<600 km s�1) tend to lack type III-ls
(see also Kahler, McAllister, & Cane 2000). The relatively
low CME speeds in these events imply the absence of coronal
shocks but do not, in the standard ‘‘CSHKP’’ picture (see
Hudson & Cliver 2001 for a gallery of cartoons of proposed
flare/CME magnetic field configurations), preclude magnetic
reconnection and, therefore, type III-ls. Moreover, as a group,
fast CMEs deficient in type II emission characteristically lack
type III-l bursts as well. MacDowall et al. (2003) consid-
ered a ‘‘control group’’ (non–SEP-associated) of 19 fast
(>700 km s�1) CMEs; inspection shows that only four of
these 19 CMEs had associated metric type II bursts and only
two had accompanying DH type IIs. MacDowall et al. de-
termined that none of the 19 events had type III-l emission
meeting their criteria. This is consistent with our attribution
of type III-ls to shock acceleration rather than to reconnec-
tion, which presumably should occur following each of the
fast CMEs.

Regardless of the interpretation of the type III-l (or SA)
events, particle acceleration via reconnection following a
CME (e.g., Švestka, Martin, & Kopp 1980; Cliver et al. 1986;
Litvinenko & Somov 1995) warrants further comment.
Švestka et al. (1980) proposed that such acceleration could be

the source of long-lived SEP (large gradual) events. The
schematic in Figure 9 adapted from Švestka et al. (1980)
shows that particles accelerated in this manner, particularly
those accelerated late relative to the start of the flare as re-
quired by the Cane et al. (2002) definition of type III-l emis-
sion, can serve as seed particles for a shock upon escaping the
confines of the CME. In our opinion (see Reames 2002), this
is the most likely way in which flare particles can make a
significant contribution to large SEP events.

3.4. Conclusion

The statistics presented in this study support the widely held
view that the SEPs observed near Earth are accelerated at
coronal shock waves. But not all coronal shocks are ‘‘SEP-
effective’’; only about half of favorably located metric type II
bursts are linked to SEPs. The shocks that are strong enough
to produce type II emission in the decametric-hectometric
range (>3 R�) are the ones most likely to be followed by
proton events at 1 AU.

We thank Allan Tylka for helpful discussions and Ed Erwin
for assistance with the H� flare patrol data.
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